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A good reputation, deep 
pockets, and the King’s subject

-e qualities prized by a Swedish 
consul in the eighteenth century

Martin Almbjär

Svante Norrhem’s research career began with a doctoral thesis on seven-
teenth-century Swedish chancellery o.cials./ One of his 0ndings was 
the importance of having a large social network for those who wanted 
a career in the royal bureaucracy.1 -e conclusion to be drawn from 
his results was that the Swedish state was used in self-promotion, that 
merit was of only relative importance to appointments, and that those 
with su.cient in2uence could control the key posts in the bureaucracy 
and the army by appointing people loyal to them. -e results in other 
countries have been similar.3 -is type of research tones down much of 
the contradiction that many historians see between the public good and 
self-interest in the broadest sense.4 -e state administration evidently 
worked well, despite the social networks built into it, or perhaps because 
of them. Recent research has further argued for the signi0cance of 
the interplay between private and public interests in the early modern 
period. Many now believe that the early modern state bene0ted from 
its reliance on private actors and entrepreneurs for its exercise of power, 
use of resources, and innovation, and recently Peter Haldén has argued 
for the centrality of family ties to the emergence of the premodern state 
around the world.5

One 0eld that has made strides because of this development is the 
history of diplomacy, where the recent studies which have demonstrated 
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the importance of social networks and cultural practices in international 
relations are typically bracketed together as the new diplomatic history. 
Svante Norrhem too has been active in this 0eld, not least in his and 
Peter Lindström’s study of foreign diplomats active in Sweden and 
Denmark–Norway. Like the study of state formation, recent diplomatic 
research has shown that both self-interest and the public good governed 
the actions of early modern diplomats, as did their family ties, cultural 
preferences, and multiple loyalties.A

Consuls were a key group among early modern diplomats. -ey 
represented one or more countries in a particular port, and functioned as 
general factotums. A Swedish consul could be responsible for everything 
from trade to Swedish subjects’ contacts with the local authorities, 
correspondence with the authorities in Stockholm, helping Swedish 
subjects in need, and acting as a notary, all while conducting trade 
himself.B Although the post of consul had medieval origins, there was 
a surge in numbers in the eighteenth century, when European states, 
including in Scandinavia, established multiple new consulates across 
Europe and beyond.

In consular research as in administrative research, the interplay of 
private and public interests, of self-interest and public bene0t, has been 
emphasized in the literature. In the early modern era, consuls were 
incorporated into the diplomatic and commercial structures of the state 
to a variety of ends, while the post of consul remained an attractive 
one.C -ose who applied for consulships helped drive the expansion 
in the number of consulates. In the case of the US, for example, Silvia 
Marzagalli has shown that spontaneous applications were the principal 
reason for the establishment of many of its consulates.D

However, when historians have tried to explain the expansion of 
the network of Swedish consulates, the role of private actors is barely 
mentioned. -e notable exception is Gustaf Fryksén’s study of Sweden’s 
0rst consul in Algiers, Logie, which highlights the role of personal 
networks and private mediators for the Swedish consular service. Logie 
received much support from the Stockholm merchants and helped 
relatives and friends receive appointments to other consulates./E Yet, the 
usual explanation is that the number of consulates grew to keep pace 
with the state’s interest in protecting and promoting Swedish trade in 
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the Mediterranean. It was the state, and above all the Board of Trade and 
its mercantilist policy, which envisaged Sweden’s consulates working 
together with trade protectionism, organised shipping convoys to the 
Mediterranean, peace treaties with the rulers of the Maghreb, and the 
existence of trading companies to make Sweden’s foreign trade 2ourish.//

However, the literature is alert to those who applied for consulships 
doing so to increase their credibility, their status, and their attractiveness 
as trading partners. It also acknowledges the importance of Stockholm’s 
merchants in advising on such appointments and the opportunities it 
gave them to promote the people in their networks./1 We also know that 
some consulates stayed in families for several generations, and there 
were oKen unclear boundaries between the consul’s private and o.cial 
business, as most were unpaid and had to work in trade to support 
themselves./3

Yet despite knowing all this, no one has thought to check whether 
the Swedish state’s macroeconomic goals really were behind the expan-
sion of the Swedish consular system, nor has anyone looked at what 
the individuals involved thought about self-interest. To the extent the 
relationship between self-interest and public bene0t is addressed, it is a 
secondary concern, and sometimes even a menace. Leos Müller writes 
that ‘-e Board of Trade did not limit consuls’ mercantile activities—in 
spite of the fact that they could become entangled in a con2ict of interest 
between their roles as consuls and as merchants.’/4 It would, thus, be 
useful to know how the authorities and others reasoned about the 
relationship between the consul’s private business and his o.ce. Not 
least, the 0ndings of such a study would contribute to the ongoing 
international debate about how well consuls put the interests of their 
fellow subjects and the state ahead of their own./5

-is essay thus sets out to show how Swedish consuls were rated by 
their contemporaries, using documents that contain such judgements, 
and especially those generated by appointments to consulships in Spain 
between the late seventeenth and early nineteenth centuries. I will 
consider which arguments were made, which qualities were regarded 
as valuable, what importance was accorded to the consul’s personal 
0nances, and whether they saw potential con2icts between self-interest 
and public bene0t. I will show that the consuls’ private business was 
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crucial in several ways, and was rarely described as a threat to their 
consular duties. On the contrary, it was seen as a prerequisite.

-e merchants’ trust
For a consul, having the right contacts or being well known was a 
key quality. -e literature, as we have seen, has noted the Stockholm 
merchants’ role, as they oKen decided whether someone should be 
appointed or not. -ey were always consulted by the authorities (the 
Chancellery Board and the Board of Trade) on appointments to consul-
ships, and had to submit written opinions for or against the appointee, 
ranking the candidates if there was more than one, and sometimes 
advising against having a consulate. Once the merchants’ opinions had 
been solicited, the two boards made their own assessments, which were 
submitted along with a recommendation to the King in Council, and the 
king appointed the consul. For the consulships in Spain, the two boards 
almost always followed the merchants’ advice and even repeated their 
arguments when advising the King. Sometimes they disagreed however. 
For example, the merchants advised against appointing a consul in 
Malaga in the +NOPs, while the boards thought it was needed for trade./A

Stockholm’s merchants were thus important, and they had to be 
able to trust the candidates for consulships. -e term trust features in 
almost every application I have studied. -e merchants made much of 
it in their responses to the boards, and the boards did the same in their 
recommendations to the King in Council./B Conversely, misconduct by 
a consul could lead to a lack of trust./C -e exact meaning of the term 
is not clear, but evidently there were ways a consular candidate could 
win the merchants’ trust.

As the literature has found, this came down to contacts: the merchants 
had to know the candidate from before in a business context. Jakob 
Martin Bellman, for example, moved to Spain in +NQR and settled in 
El Puerto de Santa Maria where he set up a trading company. Later he 
moved to Malaga./D Over the years he had done business with several 
merchants in Stockholm, who could thus speak on his behalf before 
he was appointed consul in Cadiz in +NSS. He even travelled home to 
Stockholm to court the merchants.1E Similarly, a British merchant called 
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George Wombwell, who was made the Swedish consul in Alicante in +NQT, 
was the commercial agent for the Plomgren brothers, who were leading 
merchants in Stockholm; it was they, not Wombwell, who contacted the 
Swedish authorities when there were di.culties with his appointment.1/

-e importance of personal contacts was also shown by the fact 
that people without well-established connections to the merchants in 
Stockholm still drew attention to their Swedish contacts. Jean Josef de 
Brabander, who was a native of Bruges, applied without success to open 
a Swedish consulate in A Coruña in +NUQ. He elaborated on his work for 
the Gildemester trading company in Lisbon, where he had proved his 
competence to Swedish merchants such as Hasselgren in Amsterdam 
and Hasselgren & Björkman in Stockholm.11

Relationships with foreign merchants could be important because 
the potential consuls could link Swedish merchants with leading 
foreign trading companies. -is was evident in the appointment of 
Pierre Dochers as Swedish consul in the Canary Islands in +NQS. In his 
case, Herman Berewout, a councillor in Amsterdam, had submitted 
Dochers’s application to the Swedish envoy in -e Hague, who in turn 
recommended Dochers to the boards in Stockholm. -e merchants were 
hesitant because they did not know him personally, but on the other 
hand the Swedish consul in Amsterdam was prepared to vouch for him: 
Dochers was an experienced merchant and his promoters, the Berewout 
family, had an excellent reputation.13 In +NNS, when two men asked to 
be Swedish consul in Alicante, the boards preferred one because of his 
‘particularly widespread Credit and reputation even among foreign 
trading houses, including in particular the house of Horneca & Hope 
in Holland, which circumstance carries much weight for a Swedish 
Consul.’14 On another occasion, the Stockholm merchants enjoyed the 
prospect of being associated with the Alicante trading company StVPorte 
& Welch.15 -e appointment of a consul could thus be used to establish 
ties between the Crown, the Stockholm merchants, and foreign trading 
companies.

To an extent, the Swedish consular system thus formalized various 
types of merchant networks and commercial relations. In cases such 
as Dochers or StVPorte & Welch, major foreign trading companies were 
brought into the ambit of the Swedish consular system. Since they were 
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always consulted, the Stockholm merchants could use their in2uence to 
ensure the people they thought desirable got the job. -at merchants in 
other cities were not consulted about consular appointments was a source 
of irritation, but the procedure never changed.1A On a couple of occasions, 
the merchants in Gothenburg weighed in about an appointment in Spain, 
but otherwise it was only the Stockholm merchants who had a say.1B

It should not be forgotten, as the literature shows, that certain 
practical problems were readily solved by the appointment of existing 
acquaintances, overcoming geographical distance, language issues, the 
need for competent commercial agents, and variations in social and legal 
context. -is was especially the case where the Swedes were relatively 
new to the market, such as Spain.1C For the Stockholm merchants, the 
advantage of appointing a man who was already there—and whom they 
had dealings with—was that they knew he could deal with local issues, 
and in the end that bene0ted all Swedish merchants engaged in foreign 
trade, not just those in Stockholm. Consuls, lastly, helped ships’ captains 
buy supplies or arrange cargos for Swedish vessels: the correspondence 
between the consuls in Spain and Swedish merchants have numerous 
examples of the importance of such services.1D It was another reason it 
was so important to have reliable people in place.

-e authorities’ trust
-e fact the Stockholm merchants’ opinion carried such weight prob-
ably had much to do with the Chancellery Board’s and the Board of 
Trade’s di.culties in assessing candidates. Would-be consuls had rarely 
interacted with the authorities back in Sweden as much as they had with 
Swedish merchants. (One rare exception was Hans Jakob Gahn, who 
before he was made consul in Cadiz had worked for the Chancellery 
Board and leK with good testimonials.3E) A return trip to Spain took 
months, and even then it was uncertain whether someone sent to assess 
a candidate would obtain reliable information. For the boards, it was 
easier to shiK much of the responsibility to the Stockholm merchants, 
even though they were against the merchants having the 0nal say—aKer 
all, the consuls were public o.cials.3/
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Yet there were at least two ways the boards could have evaluated the 
consuls’ competence. First, consuls reported regularly to the boards about 
trade, war, and other matters, so a prospective consul could improve 
his chances by making a show of his insight and knowledge.31 Bellman, 
as we know, had been careful to visit Stockholm to meet the boards 
and merchants. Once there, he petitioned the King in Council about 
Swedish trade opportunities in Cadiz, and especially wool. He later sent 
in a detailed report to the Board of Trade in which he set out the state 
of Swedish trade, how he would make it prosper, and his plans for the 
Cadiz consulate, which he saw as the focal point of a district to include 
Malaga, Seville, El Puerto de Santa Maria, Sanlucar de Barrameda, 
and Ayamonte.33 Gahn was another example. Once he had been made 
interim consul in Cadiz in +NNQ, he diligently informed the boards about 
trade openings and sent in a lengthy report about trade in Cadiz.34 Gahn 
was angling for the permanent post, so he had to get on the right side 
of the boards. As previous research has found, in their correspondence 
with their employers the consuls were at pains to present themselves as 
indispensable, knowledgeable, and skilled, but it must have been even 
more important when applying for the consulship.35

Second, the boards could gather information from the Swedish 
embassy in Madrid, and, before it opened in +NSQ, the Swedish embassy 
in -e Hague. -ey might not vouch for the candidate’s qualities as 
a merchant, but at least the diplomats were there on the ground. It 
helped that diplomats were courted by people interested in becoming 
Swedish consuls, and in forwarding their application to the Swedish 
authorities they could comment on the candidates’ quali0cations for 
the job. Hopefuls had frequently had contact with the embassy, helping 
Swedish ships in ports where there was no Swedish consul. In such 
cases, the embassy staW could vouch for the applicants, as when Real the 
secretary of the mission wrote to say the Dutch consul Gaspar Vernet 
had assisted ships anchored in Alicante by advancing them cash and 
in one instance arranging a captain’s funeral.3A

-e embassy could even appoint deputy consuls or representatives 
with consular powers without asking Stockholm’s permission. -e consul 
Bellman and the envoy Fleming together signed on the Flemish Jean 
François van der Lepe as a Swedish agent in Madrid in the late +NSPs. 
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-ey had decided he was needed to deal with issues that the status of 
the Swedish envoy prevented him from touching, such as ‘lower courts 
and lower-ranking o.cials, with whom it is best a Minister does not 
confer or have acquaintance’.3B Likewise, Ehrensvärd and Adlerberg, the 
heads of the Swedish legation, set up a network of authorized agents in 
northern Spain in the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. At 
that time, one Bernardo González Álvarez, a Spanish o.cial and lawyer, 
was also present in Madrid as a Swedish agent.3C

Yet though the Madrid embassy played its part in the expansion 
of the Swedish consular network in Spain, it was still the case that the 
embassy could not outvoice the Stockholm merchants if they did not 
agree about an appointment. An attempt to make Van der Lepe consul 
general failed, despite the secretary of mission listing all the good he 
had done by easing trade regulations for Swedish ships, facilitating 
the Swedish East India Company’s business, handling the caper trade, 
brokering freight for Swedish ships, and more. Adlerberg also failed to 
get the boards to formalize his northern Spanish network.3D In both 
cases, the Stockholm merchants put a stop to it.

Clients and family ties
Beyond their relationships with merchants and Swedish o.cials, a 
prospective consul’s family connections could have an impact. When 
Gustaf Baumgardt in Alicante told the Swedish authorities of his decision 
to make Fredrik Christiernin his deputy, he referred to Christiernin’s 
long experience from Cadiz and Alicante, but added that he was also the 
brother of the merchant Carl Olof Christiernin in Cadiz (who was Gahn’s 
trading partner) and the ennobled war hero Harald af Christiernin.4E

 -e importance of family ties was seldom, if ever, underlined like this, 
but they nevertheless had an important part to play. Baumgardt, before he 
was consul in Alicante, had served under his stepbrother Arendt Dreijer 
during Dreijer’s time as Swedish consul in Cadiz (+N,N–+NNQ).4/ Dreijer’s 
successor, Hans Jakob Gahn, made his relative Carl Olof Christiernin his 
vice-consul and trading partner, and his brother Fredrik Christiernin 
also worked in Gahn’s o.ces.41 -ere was even a consular dynasty, with 
a succession of members from the same family: Wilhlem Almgren in 
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Barcelona was succeeded by his trading partner and son-in-law Wilhelm 
Gabriel Westzynthius, who was succeeded by his son.43 In all these cases, 
consulships were a way to corner leading positions in international trade 
for themselves and their relatives. It brought them the experience which 
made them suitable candidates.

Client–patron relations were never given as a reason, but certainly had 
an impact on who was chosen. It was in the nature of such relationships—
or at least the attempts to engineer them—that there were only 2eeting 
glimpses at the end of letters home to the Swedish authorities. Anders 
Arfvidsson in Malaga addressed Chancellor Von Höpken as his patron, 
and when Baumgardt in the autumn of +NN, leK for Alicante to take up 
the consulship, he wrote to the Chancellor Ulrik ScheWer regretting 
he did not have time to visit ScheWer in person, but hoped he would 
remain ‘now and in the future in Your Excellency’s great protection’.44

Cash and credit
A consul had to have money. Unsurprisingly enough—especially as the 
Crown expected the vast majority to support themselves without pay. 
Unlike Danish consuls, the Swedish authorities allowed few consuls to 
charge consular fees for Swedish ships that put in at their port.45 -ere 
were a handful of exceptions: in Spain, for example, the consuls in 
Cadiz were paid a salary and could charge fees.4A Sure enough, the 0rst 
Swedish consular decree of +NUQ stated that a su.cient fortune was one 
criterion for a successful candidate, as he should not run into 0nancial 
di.culties or destroy con0dence in Sweden’s trade by the ‘decay of his 
credit’ (understood here as both reputation in a broader sense and trust 
in a 0nancial sense). If he 0led for bankruptcy, he would immediately 
lose the consulship.4B An example of how personal 0nances could foil 
someone’s ambitions was the former Swedish consul in Philadelphia, 
who hoped to take over the consulate in Cadiz in the early nineteenth 
century. No one questioned his ability, but he had no money to speak 
of and his credit was poor because of his messy personal 0nances.4C

-ere were two reasons the Swedish nation’s honour and credit 
were bound up with a consul’s personal 0nances. One was that by 
appointing a merchant as consul the Swedish state was associated with 
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his trading company. In exchange for higher status as the representative 
of the Swedish Crown, the consul assisted Swedish subjects who passed 
through his port, and by dint of his consulship could boost the status of 
his trading company and lead the way in Swedish trade. As the Board 
of Trade put it in +NN+, it was useful for consuls to engage in trade, 
considering the ‘enlargement and improvement of the kingdom’s trade’ 
by ‘establishing reputable Swedish trading houses in the foremost foreign 
trading places’.4D In the case of Cadiz, this connection was so strong 
that when Jakob Martin Bellman was made consul in +NSS his trading 
house was in eWect authorized by the Crown, and the Board of Trade 
and Chancellery Board had to be noti0ed of any future partnerships. 
He was expected to choose Swedish partners for preference.5E

To be sure, the consulate in Cadiz was a special case, because the 
majority of goods from the Spanish colonies were landed there. Of all 
the Swedish consuls in Spain, only the Cadiz consuls were instructed to 
avoid using the local courts for their private business, as their character 
‘so exposed might thereby suWer’.5/ -e idea of Sweden’s association with 
speci0c trading companies did however surface when other consuls were 
appointed too. When Wilhelm Almgren asked to be made the Swedish 
consul in Barcelona, the boards and the Stockholm merchants said his 
appointment would be ‘useful’, because it would see the establishment 
of a Swedish trading company in the city.51

-e Swedish Crown associated itself with the consuls’ private busi-
nesses in other ways: the consulate and the consul’s trading company 
shared o.ces; and the consulates were incubators for future consuls.53 
Whether in the consuls’ instructions or in discussions about candidates, 
there was an expectation that consuls would take on Swedish mentees 
who in future could take up the reins.54 For example, in the early +NNPs 
the Swedish envoy in Madrid was told to inquire about the willingness 
of several foreign prospective consuls to employ Swedish staW.55

-e second reason Sweden’s honour and credit was tied to the consuls’ 
personal 0nances was the costs of the consulship. -eir work helping 
Swedish ships was a signi0cant expense. Before a ship could dock, it had 
to be inspected by customs o.cers and o.cials from the local sanitary 
board, all of whom charged to do so. -en Spanish stevedores had to 
be paid to unload and load cargo and supplies. -e consul might have 
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to pay for it all out of his own pocket. In the event of illness, piracy, or 
shipwreck there would be court costs, board and lodging for the crew, 
hospital fees, the purchase of new clothing and gear, and the cost of the 
crew’s journey home. In extremis, the consul paid burial fees. Further, 
consuls had to pay the aguinaldo,  New Year bonuses to local o.cials, 
including the governor, to ensure their continued cooperation in the 
coming year.5A According to Catia Brilli, the New Year bonuses should 
be understood as an ‘important guarantee and protection instrument’ 
in case ship’s captains became involved in trade disputes where the 
governor sat as judge.5B -en there were the costs of correspondence, 
because the consuls were in frequent contact with the authorities back 
in Sweden, the embassies, other consuls, and the Spanish authorities, 
and had to forward letters to and from Sweden.5C

All the expenses were reimbursed and were a way for the consuls 
to make money: they simply passed on the charges to the shipping 
companies. In ports which saw many Swedish ships it was probably a 
signi0cant source of income, especially when Swedish warships put in 
for provisions and repairs. In Spanish ports, the Swedish consuls were 
oKen also the only Swedish trading company. As an embassy secretary 
in Madrid said at one point, a consul could ‘pro0t by Swedish trade’.5D 
Nevertheless, personal wealth and good credit were necessary if the 
consuls were to carry out their duties.

Naturally, the Swedish authorities were aware of the risks of basing 
the exercise of public o.ce on private wealth. In +N,T, FriesendorW, an 
envoy extraordinary, complained that Selonf, the Swiss-born Swedish 
consul in Cartagena, ‘by his behaviour and scant inclination to attend 
to the aWairs of the Swedish nation, leaves little hope of him rendering 
the looked-for service and assistance’, as he devoted his time to his own 
complicated business dealings.AE In +NTU, the Swedish Board of Trade 
said that foreigners were worse than Swedish-born consuls because they 
only sought to bene0t themselves and not to promote Swedish trade, 
which they knew little about.A/ In this, the Board of Trade’s criticism was 
reserved for foreigners, not for self-interest as a driving force. Generally 
speaking, personal motives were seen as an opportunity rather than a risk.
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-e Swedish king’s subject
Being a subject of the Swedish king, or not being a foreigner, was thus 
an important variable for potential consuls for several reasons. First, 
nationality was a priority on a general level. -e Swedish king’s subjects 
were preferred, not only because they would establish trading companies 
and help Swedish trade in foreign ports, but also because Swedes were 
trusted to do their best to support and promote other Swedes and the 
Swedish 2ag. -is was formulated as early as +N+U by the Board of Trade, 
which wanted the King in Council to appoint only the king’s own 
subjects as consuls, as they would be more honest and diligent, and in 
a diWerent way than foreigners ‘have close to their hearts what could be 
to the advancement of Swedish shipping’.A1 Swedish subjects were also 
expected to have a grasp of the Swedish economy and be better placed 
to see how Swedish trade could be promoted. As the Board of Trade 
said in +NTU, ‘special knowledge of the state of Swedish trade, knowledge 
of the Swedish language, and a love of kingdom and fatherland’ were 
among a Swedish consul’s key qualities.A3

Second, a foreign subject who represented Sweden could well 0nd 
himself having to defend Swedish interests at the expense of his own 
nation, or vice versa. When in +NUR the consul in Alicante, Baumgardt, 
wanted to appoint a Spaniard as the vice consul in Cartagena, the envoy 
Ehrensvärd protested that a Spaniard, on Spanish soil, would repeatedly 
face situations where ‘in all court cases or trade interests, partly by his 
own inclination and partly by the laws of the land, he will always be 
forced to be partial, to the detriment of Swedish seafarers.’A4

-ird, there was the hope that a Swedish-born consul would eventually 
return home, taking with him the wealth he had acquired abroad, to the 
bene0t of Sweden. If for no other reason, it mattered because the consuls 
enriched themselves as commercial agents for Swedish merchants, and 
these pro0ts were not to go to foreign trading companies.A5

Fourth, a consul represented the Swedish 2ag and the Swedish king. 
Although the o.cial nature of the job was rarely mentioned, it could 
be decisive. Fredrik Brandenburg from Swedish Pomerania, who ran a 
trading company in Cadiz and was the commercial agent for several other 
Swedish trading companies, temporarily took over the management of 
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the Swedish consulate in +N,,.AA By all accounts, the Swedish authorities 
were satis0ed with him, and when the permanent position became 
available he was a top candidate. However, by then it had come to the 
knowledge of the Swedish authorities that Brandenburg was already the 
Russian consul, and Russia was Sweden’s arch-rival. It was impossible 
to be loyal to both crowns, the boards said, if only because the Russian 
consulship was better paid. Equally alarming, the Russian empress 
would have to approve the Swedish king’s choice, as Brandenburg could 
not take on another consulship without imperial permission. And the 
Swedish consulate had an archive 0lled with documents about Swedish 
shipping and other business. As Russian consul, Brandenburg always had 
a Russian mentee with him, just as the Swedish consuls were expected 
to train up Swedes, and since the consulate and Brandenburg’s trading 
company would share o.ces, the Russian junior would have access to 
its entire archive, including any sensitive information.AB

Yet even though Swedishness was accorded great importance, 
foreigners remained attractive throughout the eighteenth century. Swedes 
made up the majority of those who actually took up their consulship 
(+P out of +S), but count everyone who was appointed and for whatever 
reason never took o.ce and everyone recommended by the boards, and 
foreigners were in a majority.AC -ere was an even greater preponderance 
of foreigners among the Swedish deputy consuls, although there are no 
registers to con0rm it. It was telling that Ehrensvärd as envoy did not have 
the support of the boards in his opposition to Baumgardt’s appointment, 
despite the acknowledged dangers of appointing a Spaniard as Sweden’s 
representative in Spain. Deputy consulships were di.cult to 0ll and 
were paid by the consul, so he could choose as he wished.AD Foreigners 
also continued to be appointed as Swedish consuls in other countries 
besides Spain. In +NTU, +N of all ST Swedish consuls were foreigners.BE

Nor was it invariably a problem that prospective deputy consuls and 
authorized agents were already acting as consuls for other states. -e 
network of consular-like agents in northern Spain included men who held 
several consulships, and in part had grown from an agreement between 
Sweden and Denmark–Norway in +NUQ to use each other’s diplomats 
and consuls.B/ It is easy to imagine that in a Swedish perspective these 
multi-consuls brought certain advantages. -ey had experience of 
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consular work, they knew what the position entailed, they had established 
networks in their place of business, and they were familiar with local 
o.cials: that was at least how Baumgardt reasoned when he wanted to 
appoint deputy consuls for the islands of Ibiza and Mahon. Not only had 
he collaborated with them before, his candidates had served as consuls 
and deputy consuls for other states, had ‘good reputations’, and were 
‘best able in foreign places to provide for the Swedes who arrive there’.B1

Self-interest for the public good
From how prospective consuls were evaluated, we can see their private 
fortunes and private networks were crucial to their appointment and 
later to their work. For a consul, private business and public o.ce hung 
together and could not be separated. -e Swedish Crown to an extent 
associated itself with the consul’s trading company, which with its 
newfound status was better positioned to expand its trading operations, 
and thus Swedish trade per se, in foreign markets. In the case of the 
Cadiz consulate, that association was notably strong. -e close link 
between the consul’s private business and the public good especially 
distinguished the Swedish consular system from the French, where 
since +,T+ consuls had been forbidden to engage in trade so they would 
concentrate on their consular work.B3

-e Swedish authorities were aware of the risk that consuls might 
neglect their duties or sully their reputation—or Sweden’s—by their 
business activities. Presumably, it was why so much of the responsi-
bility for assessing potential consuls was delegated to the Stockholm 
merchants, who, being expected to vouch for candidates, seem to have 
limited themselves to men they knew or wished to become acquainted 
with. It was the people in their own networks who bene0ted, but the 
merchants needed men on the ground they trusted if they were to 
pursue long-distance trade in the 0rst place. -e result was that some 
merchant networks were promoted more than others. -e consuls’ own 
networks grew while they were in post, as their work brought them 
into contact with merchants across Sweden (contacts in Gothenburg 
were especially important in view of its signi0cance for the country’s 
imports and exports). Nor should it be forgotten that the Board of Trade, 
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the Chancellery Board, and the Stockholm merchants occasionally 
used consular appointments to establish relations with foreign trading 
companies.

Where self-interest and public bene0t collided was in the question of 
nationality. A Swedish-born consul could speak the language, knew about 
Sweden’s economy, and so on; a foreign-born consul was thought more 
likely to neglect his o.ce and fail to promote Swedish trade to focus on 
his own business. A Swedish subject could be expected to prioritize the 
public good. Self-interest per se was only dangerous when Swedishness, 
or at least loyalty to the Swedish king, could not steer it in a productive 
direction. -e questions of loyalty and nationality could be awkward in 
other ways too. At the extreme, the Swedish king’s sovereignty could be 
called into question, as when Brandenburg was not made the Swedish 
consul in Cadiz because his appointment by the king would be approved 
by the Russian empress. -at was unthinkable.

Regardless of the hazards of appointing foreigners as Swedish 
consuls, though, it is obvious we should re-evaluate our view of the 
eighteenth-century Swedish consular system, its expansion, and its 
modi operandi. Private forces were important, fundamental even, to that 
expansion, because the Swedish Crown rarely paid salaries or allowed 
fees. -e establishment of Swedish consulates around the Mediterranean, 
besides those in the Maghreb, was the tangible result not only of the 
government’s mercantilism, but also of a process driven by merchants 
who were willing to be associated with the Swedish state for their own 
purposes. Perhaps especially the latter. Not only were private motives 
and private resources not a threat, but they were thought a prerequisite. 
-e public good and self-interest in symbiosis, on paper at least.
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